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In October 2020, when our Coop introduced a new phase of member labor, we met
with an online scheduler deployed to support it. I showed up on that very ﬁrst day to
contribute in a way diﬀerent than I had ever worked before—on a truck-unloading
shift. Despite advance scheduling, a hiccup in the system prohibited me from working
that ﬁrst morning. And so, I showed up again on the very next morning, as scheduled,

and I worked on the sidewalk at 5:30 AM. I was surprised to like the shift, as there
was a reason that I had never tried the shift before, counter to my history of working
a variety of FTOP shifts from CHIPS to childcare to cashiering. Well, here’s an inconsequential fact about me: I greatly detest predawn roll calls, not to mention my distaste for cold outdoor activities in general. Be that as it may, I made truck-unloading shifts
a weekly practice and showed up 27 times across the eight months before the broader phase of member labor began in July 2021.
There’s an analogy here as it relates to one thing fatherhood helped me learn. Early
morning hours, before the babe awakens, are sometimes the only chance to devote
one’s free time to things that matter most. The Coop—as a market and as a community—has mattered so much to me, since joining twelve years ago and certainly in the
last two. And its future, following these complicated times, is of grave importance. While my optimism helps me trust that survival is a given, I expect that our future state features exciting changes. I’d like to pledge my work shift to the board and
our membership at large, because I understand the General Meeting (as a whole)
comprises the stewardship of change.
If granted the opportunity to serve our community in this role, I commit to employing
several fair tactics I have learned in other roles. In the eﬀort to mitigate bias, I’ll exercise sensitive feedback tools of active listening, to ensure that the board clariﬁes and
validates as appropriate in addition to echoing the majority message. I’ll help the
board identify any unsatisﬁed concerns to acknowledge disagreement around consensus. My prior work as a facilitator in decision-making sessions for executives has prepared me to promote a diversity of voices while encouraging dissenting opinions be
taken into consideration. I respect that any upcoming changes can only result from
an array of debate, and I am equipped to support the process. The timing is right, I believe, for me to support the Coop in this capacity.

